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Automatically controlling for variables, as in
multiple regression, implies a theory in which
relevant variables are meaningfully distinct. Not
specifying the theory promotes the partialling
fallacy, wherein a relationship between variables is partialled out of itself using the very
same variables, but in another guise. [The SSCI®
indicates that this paper has been cited in over
260 publications.]
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This methodological article emerged from
concern with a real and substantive problem.
Using sophisticated statistics, Bernard Lander
had concluded that the inverse correlation between delinquency rates and socioeconomic
status did not exist when other variables were
held constant.’ His report contradicted my
own theorizing; I found that Lander’s conclusions depended on converging statistical artifacts in three different forms of multivariate
analysis, all involving partialling. Since I did
not agree with his results, I wrote a two-part
paper stating my views. One part became this
Citation Classic, and the more
2 substantive part
was published separately. Both have generated many reprint requests and have been reprinted several times. A problem with an analysis involving oblique factors was fully resolved when I had 3to answer rejoinders to the
substantive paper.

My terms partialling fallacy and redundancy
and repetitiveness for two forms ofthat falla4
cy are sometimes used. However, citations
to one’s own work expose just how superficial
many citations are. I have seen this work cited
against the opposing side by both parties to
a controversy and the partialling fallacy credited to others. Often, my article is misconstrued as being about multicollinearity—mainly a statistical issue—when it really
5 takes up
where that problem leaves off. Since my
concerns were abstractly substantive, my critique should be viewed as dealing with a general form of what econometricians call specification error.
Because of its demanding nature, I never expected my article to be much read, let alone
cited. Until econometrics swept sociology, it
made me a guru of regression analysis, so it
became my duty over the next eight years to
referee many difficult papers on that topic intended for sociologists.
Since my critique “forbids” certain practices, it is not cited for handy formulas. To
overcome its dullness, I strove for readability, especially for students and nonmathematicians. Because my own quantitative aptitude
is modest, I had to translate mathematics into
words. I believe that the article’s heuristic
value resulted from my efforts to combine verbal and quantitative reasoning and that this accounts for its good reception.
An ironic sidelight is that I was refused promotion with this and two other articles in
press. When the articles were eventually read,
that decision was overturned, but history repeated itself six years later, while a coauthored
manuscript that later won the American Assedation for the Advancement of Science So6
cio-Psychological Prize was in press. No
wonder many bright scholars spend their best,
but untenured, years working well within their
competence.
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